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Ovation® S 



“I never realized I had so many options to straighten my teeth! 
Ovation S gives me the esthetics I want and the peace of mind 

that the brackets are doing the work - not me!!”

While you’re getting braces, you still want to 

look great and feel confident. Crystal-clear 

polysapphire Ovation S braces are so 

see-through that they appear to disappear 

when applied to your teeth.

Ovation S combines the esthetics of clear 

aligners with the convenience of braces. 

With smooth rounded edges, a small and 

slim design, Ovation S braces are designed 

for comfort.

Clearly for You… 
They Appear 
to Disappear

Smile with confidence with 
crystal-clear braces

Small, smooth and comfortable

No aligners to take out to snack,
eat or drink hot beverages

Let Your Smile 
Shine Through

EFFICIENT TREATMENTNEARLY INVISIBLE STAIN RESISTANT DESIGNED FOR COMFORT

The crystal-clear 
polysapphire Ovation S 

braces are one of the most 
discreet ways to treat your 

teeth. They give you the 
esthetics of clear aligners 

with the proven 
performance of braces. 

Whether you have slight 
crowding or need more 
extensive straightening, 

Ovation S braces can 
straighten your teeth 

quickly and effectively.

The polysapphire Ovation S 
bracket is an incredibly 

strong substance. Its 
high-tech finish locks out 

stains and minimizes 
reflections so people notice 

nothing but your natural 
tooth color. 

Because the polysapphire 
material is so strong, 

Ovation S braces can be 
made smaller and with a 

slimmer design. Most people 
forget they’re wearing them 

within a few hours. 

“I knew that Ovation S 
was the right choice 
when I had to continually 
remind my friends that I 
was wearing braces. 
Sometimes even I forget 
that I’m wearing them.”
 


